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PIRACY ACTIVITY 
IN THE INDIAN OCEAN
Within the mentioned period of 01.05.2013 through 
29.05.2013 there Were tWenty piracy-related incidents in the 
area (18 approaches and 2 disruptions of pag by the navies). the 
locations of the incidents: gulf of aden/bab-el-mandeb/red sea 
- 17 incidents, gulf of oman - 2 incidents, the Waters off somalia 
- 1 incident (east coast).
It should be noted that the whole May is featured by the susbstantial upsurge in piracy in 

the Indian ocean. Studying and analysing a case by case it is stated that in 20 unsuccessful 

approaches attempted by the Somalia pirates more than a half (12 incidents) have been 

thwarted by the Armed Security Teams` (AST) efforts including the discharging of the warning 

shots in several cases. The RPGs and piracy related equipment were seen on board of the pirate 

skiffs in some cases. The main targets of the pirates were tankers and container ships.  

In two cases the MSG ASTs responeded to the pirate assaults and prevented possible boardings 

of the UNICOM vessels «Barents sea» and «SCF Prudencia» (you can find the details of these 

and other cases on the pages 19-23).

On 14 May the coalition warship has averted a group of pirates from getting out to sea 320 nm 

off Somalia, but the suspects have been freed due to the lack of the evidences and returned to 

the Somalia coast.

The regional distribution of the attacks are as follows:

GOA/Red Sea/Bab-el-Mandeb: 18 incidents;

Gulf of Oman: 2 incidents;

In spite of the approaching Summer monsoon and the deterioration of the weather conditions in 

the Indian ocean there won`t be a significant decrease in a number of incidents due to the fact 

that Somalia `s pirates should replenish their financial resources at any way. However the pirate 

hounting grounds will be shifted closer to the shore of the littoral states. The piracy statistics of 

June of 2012 shows the following figures: Gulf of Aden/Red Sea/Bab-el-Mandeb -10 attempted 

attacks and 2 suspicious approaches; Gulf of Oman/Arabian Sea - 4 attempted attacks and 1 

hijacking (Greece tanker MV «Smirnyi»); Indian ocean - 1 hijacking (a dhow).    

Southern Red Sea/Bab-El-Mandeb/ Gulf of Aden will remain a flash point for the merchant 

shipping. However the uprise in the attacks are predicted closer to the Omani coast as well.  
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STATISTICAL DATA ON 
WEAPONS` USAGE BY THE 
AST IN THE HRA

Within the period of 01.01.2013 through 29.05.2013 there 
Were totally 82 piracy-related incidents in the hra and in 43 
of them asts demonstrated their presence onboard merchant 
vessels and foiled pirate assaults. given the mentioned, We strongly 
recommend ship oWners and managers to emloy ast Whilst their 
fleet is presented in the hra. refer to the beloW figures to see 
the trend in comparison on the breakdoWns.
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Total number of incidents in the HRA in 2013 monthly
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THE COAST 
OFF WEST 
AFRICA

During the period of this Piracy Report there have been 

9 repoterd attempts of the pirates to board merchant vessels (at 

least 3 bulk carriers, 1 reefer, a crude oil tanker, fisihing and suply 

vessels) and 3 successful hijackings (a barge, a supply vessel 

and a tanker) and 1 boarding of the tanker in the Gulf of Guinea. 

The Pakistani seafearers have been kidnapped during the last 

hijacking of the Nigerian-flagged tanker «Matrix 1». 

The most of the vessels were fired upon by the pirates resulting 

in some of them sustaining damages, and a mothership was 

used in one incident. In the most cases the vessels have been 

attempted to board by the pirates whlist underway, 1 - within 

the anchorage and 1 - within the STS operation. In 1 case the 

Togo Navy armed guards embarked on the merchant vessel have 

exchanged fire with the perpetrators and have been able to avert 

the hijacking. 

The areas of attacks have been 45-55 nm SW of Bonny River, 

Calabar region, South Akwa Ibom State (Nigeria) and the waters 

(including the territorial sea) off Lome (Togo). 
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The use of motherships by GOG`s pirate poses a grave concern for merchant fleet as it 

strengthens the pirate capability to operate further and further from shore and to veil their 

criminal intentions.Thus a Marshall-flagged tanker was approached by 2 skiffs with pirates on 

board approximately 1205 nm off the coast of Guinea in January this year. The vessel could 

evade the hijacking due to the manoeuvring and the speed increasing.  



THE COAST 
OFF WEST 
AFRICA

Supply vessels remain the pirate preferable floating staging platforms. 

In particular, offshore vessel «Utai 8» was hijacked in April this year 

is reportedly being used by pirates in their operations. The mentioned 

vessel together with a speedboat were engaged into the pirate assult 

against the German shipbox «City of Xiamen» in April of 2013. «Utai 

8» accidentally has bullet-proof superstructure, capable of speeding up 

to 25 knots (actually, it is not a passenger boat, it’s a security boat).

Another supply ship «Saint Patrick» has been attacked and hijacked 

3 nm of Odoho field, Nigeria, this month. The vessel is likely to be  

utilysed by the pirates.
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We can also stress the emergence of a new type of Nigerian pirates, much more sophisticated than 

any other type of pirates we know, including Somalia pirates. For some time already, Nigerian pirates 

moved further into Gulf of Guinea, to find and hound vessels sailing in the international waters. 

This new type of Nigerian pirates does have some military training or military background. Pirates are 

armed not with just AK-47 and machine-guns, but with explosives and powerful hydraulic cutters to 

break in citadels, and that’s what they already did, in City of Xiamen case. 

According to the statements of the former hostages, the pirate dens are very difficult to spot, being 

situated in hard-to-reach jungles along the coastline.

 



THE COAST 
OFF WEST 
AFRICA

According to our sources, Nigerian pirates have been developing their 

«modus operandi». A lot of foreign mediators (among those are the 

British) facilitating the talks between ship owners and the pirates on 

hostages and vessels` releases have appeared recently. There have 

been a range of cases where pirate representatives called via a sat 

or a cell phone to the concerned party including the relatives of the 

hostages and spoke differnet languages (Russian, Romanian) to them. 

Besides that, Nigerian gangs have put into practice to get the relevant 

information on vessels` routes and anchorages by employing a «mole» 

as a seaman into a shipping company. 
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The international maritime experts consider that the Nigeian Navy and top officials are purportedly 

involved into the lucrative piracy business in the Gulf of Guinea as well as into the oil smuggling 

and its reselling on the  black market. They are reluctant to address to the piracy issue fearing to 

lose enormous gains. According to Nigeria`s oil minister, oil theft, which can amount to 150000 

barrels per day, was the work of the international criminal syndicate. At peresnt a number of illegal 

oil refineries operate in total impunity, and these latter are provided to either by syphoning land 

pipelines or oil tankers cruising in Nigerian territorial waters. 

Since mid-2012, neighbouring countries such as Benin, Ghana and even Cote d`Ivoire, have 

reported hijackings of oil tankers in their national waters. These vessels have later been released 

off the Nigerian coast. 

 



THE COAST 
OFF WEST 
AFRICA

It should be noted that there is less fuel available in Nigeria since 

the reducing of oil subsidies last year, which has forced prices to rise. 

This has provided an incentive for gangs to locally refine stolen oil 

or siphon fuel off ships attacked in the Gulf of Guinea. This shapes a 

potential for the acceleration of attacks and hijackings of oil tankers.

The discovery of new offshore oil reserves off Ghana`s shores may 

change maritime security dynamics. Indeed, this discovery will attract 

the major oil companies and its teams of occidental engineers to set 

up the oil exploration and exploitation installations. Their presence 

should thus attract oil smugglers for Nigeria, who will find in this 

discovery an opportunity of more oil tankers to hijack. Moreover, if 

uncontrolled as in Nigeria, the consequences of oil exploitation in 

Ghana (water and soil pollution) could lead to the creation of MEND 

affiliated militias.      
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The rise in pirate attacks comes as Nigerian forces have been further stretched in the last two 

years due to an Islamist insurgency («Boko Haram») in the Muslim north. The latest reports show 

us that there has been a significant deterioration of the security situation onshore since the 

special forces commenced military operaration against «Boko Haram». As to the statement of the 

U.S.  Secretary of State John Kerry during his visit to Ethiopia this month, the civilian deaths and 

abuses committed by the Nigerian forces in its campaign against «Boko Haram» have been fixed 

in May, many innocent people have been executed on the north of the country. Sush a political 

instability might negatively impacts the maritime security as well.    
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INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

05.05.2013
03:00 UTC
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07.05.2013
10:31 UTC

A tanker reported coming under attack at 03:00 UTC in position 13:04N 

- 048:30E, SSW of Al Mukalla, Yemen, in IRTC, GoA. Four skiffs with 3 

pirates on board (POB) each approached the tanker underway in two 

groups from either side. Two skiffs closed to a distance of 200 meters 

from the tanker and the embarked armed security team fired warning 

shots resulting in the skiffs aborting the approach and moving away. 

Spanish FV observed a skiff approach another FV in the vicinity at 

10:31 UTC in position 01:53N - 051:13E, in the Indian Ocean. The 

skiff had 8 POB. The Spanish warship intervened and detained the 

suspected pirates on 7 May. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

11.05.2013
12:00 UTC
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Reports indicated that a Pirate Action Group (PAG), comprising of a 

possible mothership and seven skiffs, approached a yet-to-be identified 

vessel in the Gulf of Aden at 12:00 hours UTC on Saturday, 11 May. 

Ladders were sighted on four of the skiffs, and the position of the 

vessel was given as 13:30N – 050:01E, some 80 nm southeast of 

al-Mukalla, Yemen. As the suspected pirates approached, the security 

team on board the targeted vessel demonstrated that they were armed 

and the PAG maintained its distance. The UKMTO was alerted and a 

plane was deployed for reconnaissance of the area. 

14 may EU Naval Force warship ESPS Rayo located a skiff with six men 

on board 320 nm off Somali coast. Suspected pirates could not explain 

why they had sailed so far from land, there was no evidence of trade or 

legal activity and Spanish warship crew found equipment on board that 

is commonly related to piracy. Not enough evidence on this occasion 

that could have guaranteed a legal prosecution, the decision was taken 

to return the men to the Somali coast the area. 

14.05.2013



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

18.05.2013
17:45:00 UTC
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18.05.2013
15:50 UTC

A Singapore-flagged tanker reported a small craft crossing her bow at 

about 1nm at a speed of 23.7 kts at 17:45 UTC in position 13:16.8N 

- 043:08.2E, Red Sea. Ths craft stopped on the tanker port bow. The 

Master was informed and the AST stood to. The fast craft nearest 

approach was 0.6 nm abeam of the tanker’s port side, then moved 

away until off the radar. 

A Panama-flagged tanker with embarked security team reported a 

suspicious skiff at 14:50 UTC in position 12:37.03N - 043:23.18E, 

BAM, Red Sea. The skiff approached within 2 nm of the vessel after 

turning towards the tanker. At 2-3 nm off the tanker port quarter the 

skiff was sighted closing in, but did not show on the radar. Although 

the number of POB was unknown, an RPG was sighted. The coalition 

warship 47 was informed and the skiff moved away in SSW direction. 

The Skiff intent could not be determined due to the distance. Reported 

18 May.



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

19.05.2013
09:00 UTC
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19.05.2013
14:50 UTC

A Liberia-flagged chemical tanker reports 2 suspicious skiffs at 09:00 

UTC in position 12:52.9N - 043:11.7E, BAM, Red Sea. Two white-hulled 

skiffs with 3-4 POB approached the tanker from the starboard bow 

at a speed 10.3 kts. The Master ordered the antipiracy measures and 

the crew into the citadel. The embarked AST stood to and displayed 

weapons. The skiffs observed the tanker for further 5 minutes, then 

turned away.

MV reported 3 skiffs at 14:50 UTC in position 12:20N - 044:06E, 

Weapons were sighted and the embarked armed securuty team fired 

3 warning shots. The coalition warship was notified and the helo 

investigated. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

19.05.2013
14:20 UTC
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19.05.2013
05:25 UTC

A Panama-flagged tanker reported coming under fire at 14:20 UTC in 

position 12:19N - 043:58E. BAM/Gulf of Aden. The tanker reported 

via the VHF Chan 16 being fired upon by 1 red and 1 white skiff. 

The embarked armed security team fired warning shots at 800 m; a 

coalition warship dispatched a helo to assist. 

Five pirates armed with AK47 rifles and a RPG approached a general 

cargo ship underway at 05:25 UTC in position: 12:12N – 044:20E: 53 

nm SW of the Aden Port, Gulf of Aden. The Master enforced anti piracy 

measures and the on board armed guards fired warning shots, when 

the skiff closed to 400 metres from the vessel, resulting in the skiff 

aborting and moving away. The crew and the vessel safe. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

20.05.2013
12:40 UTC
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20.05.2013
07:30 UTC

MV reported suspicious activity at 12:40 UTC in position 13:33.2N - 

049:58E, IRTC, Gulf of Aden. The embarked AST observed 2 mother 

vessels towing skiffs. First vessel with 3 skiffs drifting and the second 

vessel with 4 skiffs in position 13:23.9N - 049:52.6E transiting NW, 

across the MV course. The MV altered course to avoid approaching 

the vessels and increased speed. The AST and the crew stood by and 

continued to monitor the suspect vessels. 

MV reported attacked at 07:30 UTC in position 13:12N - 049:56E, 

about 100 nm SSE of Al Mukalla, Yemen, Gulf of Aden. Reported via 

the VHF Chan 16, the MV requested a warship assistance due to being 

attacked by the 7x skiffs (posn 13:12N - 049:59E). Warship sent a 

helicopter to identify the skiffs, which subsequently pulled back. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

20.05.2013
12:20 UTC
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23.05.2013
07:30 UTC

A Hong Kong, China-flagged bulk carrier reported coming under 

attack by 2 skiffs at 12:20 UTC on the course 252 deg. in position 

13:11N - 048:54E, IRTC, Gulf of Aden. Two skiffs, yellow and blue in 

colour, approached from the port side. At 3 nm, the MV contacted a 

coalition warship via the VHF Chan 16. The pirate vessels with 12 

POB continued the attempted attack. The skiffs closed to 500 m at 

which point the the embarked AST, following the implementation of 

all deterrent measures, fired 3 warning shots towards the skiffs. The 

skiffs aborted the attack and the MV continued on its intended course. 

No injury to the crew reported. 

Onboard AST reports the multi tanker being approached by 4 skiffs 

with 4-5 POB in position 13:19N - 042:58E, in the vicinity of Bab-el-

Mandeb, Red Sea. A warship assistance is requested back. No further 

details are available. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

26.05.2013
15:45 UTC
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27.05.2013
13:20 UTC

A Malta-flagged tanker observed 3 x Skiffs, with 4 POB, moving east 

to west 18 Knts at 15:45 UTC in position 12:56N - 043:10E, BAM, 

Red Sea, approx 25 nm ESE of Assab, Eritrea. The skiffs aggressively 

approached the vessel to the starboard of the tanker closing to within 

200 m. No indication of details of the vessel to the starboard of the 

tanker, but possibly the large fishing vessel. 

A Liberia-flagged oil tanker reported via the VHF that a PAG of two 

skiffs moving fast towards the vessel at 13:20 UTC in position 13:18N 

- 042:57E, approx 21 nm ENE of Assab, Eritrea, Red Sea. No other 

information given. A Japanese warship attempted to contact the MV via 

the VHF, however no VHF traffic about situation recieved. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF OMAN
ARABIAN SEA

ATTEMPTED ATTACKS
19.05.2013
10:45 UTC
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Four suspicious boats with 3 armed POB each boat chased an LPG 

tanker underway at 10:45 UTC in position 25:32N - 057:27E, around 

18 nm WSW of Bandar-e-Jask, Iran. The Master raised alarm, activated 

SSAS, increased speed, conducted evasive manoeuvres, contacted an 

Iranian warship via VHF for assistance, non-essential crew mustered 

in the citadel. The boats followed the tanker for 30 minutes before 

moving away.

A merchant vessel was reported under attack by pirates in posn 25: 

31N 057:23E. One mother vessel dhow and three skiffs were seen.

29.05.2013
07:33 UTC
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INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

16.05.2013
11:36 UTC
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At the distance of 6 nm, a suspected pirate mother vessel towing two 

skiffs was spotted by the AST deployed on «SCF Prudencia» at 11:36 

UTC in position 12:03.5N - 045:42.1E, IRTC, Gulf of Aden. The suspect 

vessel increased speed and moved closer to the MV. At 12:00 UTC, at 

3 nm two skiffs with POBs left the mother ship and headed toward 

the MV. The alarm was sounded and all non-essential crew retreated 

into the citadel. The MV commenced manoeuvring and the Master 

contacted a warship, sent the Mayday via VHF Chan 16. At 1210 

UTC suspected pirate vessels approached within 2nm. Embarked AST 

demonstrated their presence onboard resulting in the skiffs changing 

course and moving away crossing the stern at a distance of 1.5 nm. 

Due to poor visibility, there was limited vision to detect number of 

people or any piracy-related equipment. MV continued transit to her 

destination. 



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
EAST COAST OF AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

01.05.2013
08:15 UTC
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23.03.2013
16:20 UTC

The Armed security guards were observing a longboat doing 10 knots 

at the starboard of the MV Barents Sea in position 16 49,4 N 057 43,6 

E at 08:15 UTC at a distance of 2,5 nm.  The longboat headed to the 

stern of the MV keeping the same speed. The Master tried to contact 

the suspected vessel via the VHF, but there was no respond. Two 

skiffs were seen  on board the longboat. The AST demonstrated their 

presence onboard resulting in the longboat slowing down and aborting 

the attempt vessel. 

Our AST deployed on the MV «Laptev Sea» bound for Fujairah from 

Sikka spotted suspicious skiffs with a possible mother vessel in 

position 08 14N 56 26E, 16:00 UTC. The PAG had been following the 

MV Laptev Sea for two days keeping the same course and speed. The 

AST demonstrated their presence aboard the vessel resulting in the 

pirates aborting to chase the vessel.      



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
WEST COAST OF INDIA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

14.03.2013
08:00 UTC
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14.03.2013
12:00 UTC

At a distance of 2,5 nm a possible mother vessel with 12 POB towing 

4 skiffs was seen by the AST embarked on the MV «Nikolay Zuev»  in 

position 13 48,4N 50 40E. The suspected vessel began approaching to 

the MV. The vessel increased speed, commenced maneuvering and the 

alarm was sounded, the crew sheltered into the citadel. At a distance 

of 3 cables the AST demonstrated their presence and showed the 

weapons, resulting in the skiffs changing the course and moving away.  

The MV «Troitskyi Bridge» was under way from New Mangalore to 

Jeddah, when the deployed AST spotted a skiff with 5 POB in position 

13 13,3N 074 08,3E. The skiff attempted to cross the bow of the 

vessel and increased speed. The maneuvering was initiated and the 

alarm was sounded. The AST took the positions according to vessel’s 

defense  plan  and made their presence known and the weapons were 

shown.  On seeing the AST alertness the pirates stopped their attempt 

and moved away. No piracy related equipment was seen.       



INDIAN OCEAN - GULF OF ADEN/RED SEA/
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

10.01.2013
13:30 UTC
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The AST deployed on the MV «UCF-1» detected 3 suspicious vessels 

-the possible mother ship with 12 POB and two skiffs on the starboard 

in position 13 37N 43 07E, Red Sea. The pirate vessels were keeping 

the same course and speed. Suddenly at the distance of 7 cables the 

skiffs headed toward the MV increasing speed and trying to cross the 

bow. The alarm was sounded  and all crew retreated into the citadel. 

The AP measures were ordered by the Master. The AST showed their 

presence aboard resulting in the skiffs changing the course  back way.  
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PORT ROBBERIES



PORT ROBBERIES
MEDITERRANEAN SEA/RED SEA

18.05.2013
01:55 UTC
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21.05.2013
02:15 UTC

A Duty Officer on an anchored chemical tanker at 01:55 UTC in position 

Alexandria waiting anchorage, Egypt, noticed a robber lowering the 

ship stores into a waiting boat. Alarm raised and the crew mustered. 

Seeing the crews alertness, the robber escaped with the accomplices. 

The port control was informed. 

Duty officer on board an anchored container vessel noticed on CCTV, 

three robbers in boiler suits near the forecastle at 02:15 LT in position 

29:50N – 032:33E, Suez Anchorage, Egypt. Alarm raised, and the fog 

horn sounded. Seeing the crew alertness the robbers escaped. On the 

inspection it was noticed that five container seals had been broken 

and the contents of one container was ‘pilfered’. The port control was 

informed.



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

04.05.2013
11:35 UTC 
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04.05.2013, 
11:30 LT

The Vanuatu-flagged reefer «Frio Athens» attacked by six to 

eight pirates in a speed boat. The pirates chased and fired at the 

ship underway at 11:35 UTC in position 03:49.50N - 006:41.20E, 

approximately 33 nm SW of Bonny River, Fairway Buoy, Nigeria. The 

Master enforced anti-piracy measures and managed to move away. All 

crew were safe but the ship sustained damage due to the firing. 

A French boxship reported attacked by pirates at around 11:30 LT 

in position 03:35N - 006:40E, approx 55 nm SW of Bonny, Nigeria. 

The vessel issued a distress message via VHF, managed to avoid the 

hijacking by increasing speed and evasive manoeuvring. The vessel 

safely reached Onne, Nigeria. 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

04.05.2013
09:40 UTC 
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07.05.2013, 
14:58 UTC

Posn: 04:02.3N – 006:54.9E, Around 28 nm SW of Bonny, Nigeria. 

Seven armed pirates in a speed boat approached a container ship 

underway. The Master raised alarm, increased speed, sent a distress 

message, activated SSAS and non essential crew members mustered 

in the citadel. The pirates closed in to a distance of 60-70 metres 

and fired at the ship using automatic guns. At 09:53 UTC, the pirates 

aborted the attack and moved away as the distance between ship and 

boat increased. No injuries to crew.

Seven armed pirates in a speed boat approached and fired upon bulk 

carrier underway with pilot on board at 14:58 UTC in position 04:43.3N 

– 008:20.7E, Calabar River, Nigeria. Master raised alarm, increased 

speed, sent distress message, activated SSAS and non essential crew 

members mustered in the citadel. The pirates aborted the attack and 

moved away when they heard the ship’s alarm. No injuries to crew. 

Reported 7 May. 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

06.05.2013
22:45 LT 
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During STS operations the mother vessel saw armed pirates on 

the deck of the daughter vessel at 22:45 LT in position 05:41.7N – 

001:20.2E, approximately  27 nm SSE off Lome, Togo. Alarm raised, 

SSAS activated and all crew on the mother vessel mustered. The on 

board Togo navy guards exchanged fire with the pirates. Later a large 

skiff with eight to ten armed pirates was spotted leaving the daughter 

vessel and approaching the mother vessel. Seeing this, the Master 

instructed all crew members to retreat into the citadel and informed 

the Togo navy. The on board guards took the necessary action to 

prevent the pirates from boarding the vessel and in the meantime 

the Togo navy sent out two patrol boats for assistance which then 

escorted the vessel back to the anchorage. All crew reported safe.



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

09.05.2013
22:30 UTC 
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Eight persons in a boat came alongside and attempted to board an 

anchored crude tanker at 22:30 UTC in position 06:04N - 001:15.9E, 

around 3.5 nm SE of Lome, Togo. The alert duty crew spotted the 

approach and sounded alarm, informing Togo navy, identified the 

boat using the ship spotlight and activated fire hoses to water deck. 

The boat was observed attempting to come along side from various 

directions but the water from the fire hoses flooded the boat resulting 

in the attempt being aborted. The Togo navy boat immediately 

responded and a navy boat arrived at the location within 20 minutes. 

All crew safe.

Initial report states two vessels attacked at around 02:00 LT in position 

04:25N - 007:58E approximately 8 nm off Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. 

Pirates stated to have attacked Saint Vincent and Grenadines-flagged 

accommodation/diving support vessel. Reported 14 May.

14.05.2013
02:00 LT 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
ATTEMPTED ATTACKS

17.05.2013
02:30 LT
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Eleven robbers in an unlit boat approached an anchored chemical 

tanker at 02:30 LT in position 06:03.1N - 001:17.7E, Lome Anchorage, 

Togo. The duty A/B noticed the boat and informed the OOW who raised 

the alarm, contacted Togo Navy and activated the fire pumps. Two 

robbers jumped into the water and attempted to board the tanker via 

the anchor chain but failed and returned to their boat. At 03:00 LT, the 

boat approached again from the port quarter with additional robbers 

who were seen holding hooks attached to ropes. The duty crew 

directed search lights towards the boat and noticed that the boat was 

flooding due to the fire hose water. The boat remained alongside and 

made several attempts to board the tanker. At 04:20 LT, the robbers 

aborted the attempted boarding and moved away. At 05:00 LT, a Togo 

Navy boat arrived at the location and patrolled the area. 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
BOARDINGS/HIJACKINGS

13.05.2013
02:13 LT 
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Marshall Islands-flagged oil tanker at 02:13 LT in position 06:20.7N 

- 003:19.8E, approximately 15 nm SSW of Lagos, Nigeria, in the main 

anchorage area, reported to the authorities via VHF Channel 16 that 

two persons had boarded and were seen on the deck. During the 

communication, the vessel stated that the two people had jumped off. 

Reported 13 May. 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
BOARDINGS/HIJACKINGS

14.05.2013
08:00 LT 
02:00 LT
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The Nigeria self-propelled tanker barge Lady Swathin attacked by 

pirates at around 08:00 LT in position 04 20N 007 40E, south of Opobo 

river estuary. Vessel reported to be hijacked. 

The offshore diving support vessel Saint Patrick was attacked by 

pirates at around 02:00 LT, 3 nautical miles NW of Idoho field, in 

position 04 25N 007 28E. Reportedly vessel was boarded by pirates. 

No other information available. 



WATERS OFF WEST AFRICA
BOARDINGS/HIJACKINGS

25.05.2013
02:20 LT 
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A Nigeria-flagged tanker MATRIX 1 enroute from Cotonou, Benin to 

IDOHO field, Nigeria (South Akwa Ibom state) when came under attack 

and boarded  by unknown number of pirates at 02:20 LT in position 

03:45.2N – 005:34E, approximately 42 nm WSW of Cap Formoso. 

Pirates left the vessel later, kidnapping 7 crew members, all Pakistani 

(18 crew members (12 Pakistanis and 5 Nigerians)). Reported 25 May. 
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please refer figures beloW for piracy and armed robbery incidents, 
as reported to the imb piracy reporting centre in 2013.

Worldwide Incidents:

Total Attacks Worldwide: 106 

Total Hijackings Worldwide: 4

Incidents Reported for Somalia: 

Total Incidents: 7
Total Hijackings: 1

Current vessels held by Somali pirates: 

Vessels: 5 Hostages: 71

Nigeria related Incidents

Total Attacks: 19  

Total Hijackings: 1
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Vyacheslav Tikhonov
Route: Sikka -  waters off India 29.03.13 — till present time

SCF Prudencia
Route: Sikka - Aden  25.05.13 — 31.05.13

Laptev Sea
Route: Fujairah - _________ May of 2013

SCF Pioneer
Route: Sohar - Jeddah 19.05.13 — 27.05.13

Hermitage Bridge
Route: Jubail - team is deployed on board, waiting for the mission

NS Energy
Route: Galle - Suez 24.05.13 — 05.06.13

Tuchkov Bridge
Route: Galle - Sikka 26.05.13 — till present time


